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The varying temperatures of Saturn's rings are
depicted in this false-color image from the Cassini

spacecraft. This image represents the most detailed
look to date at the temperature of Saturn's rings.

(Image courtesy of NASA/Jet Propulsion
Laboratory)
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Best Ever UV Images Of Saturn's
Rings Hint At Their Origin,
Evolution (July 8, 2004) -- The best
view ever of Saturn's rings in the

ultraviolet indicates there is more ice
toward the outer part  of the rings,  hinting at ring origin
and evolution, say two University of Colorado at ...
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Strings Of Shadowy Rings Drape
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Cassini Reveals Saturn's Cool Rings

The Cassini spacecraft has taken the most detailed temperature
measurements to date of  Saturn's rings. Data taken by the
composite infrared spectrometer instrument on the spacecraft while
entering Saturn's orbit  show the cool and relatively warm regions of
the rings.

This false-color image
shows that the
temperatures on the unlit
side of Saturn's rings vary
from a relatively warm 110
Kelvin (-261 degrees
Fahrenheit, shown in red),
to a cool 70 Kelvin (-333
degrees Fahrenheit,
shown in blue). The green
represents a temperature
of 90 Kelvin (-298 degrees
Fahrenheit). Water
freezes at 273 Kelvin (32
degrees Fahrenheit).

The data show that the
opaque region of the
rings, like the outer A ring
(on the far right) and the
middle B ring, are cooler,
while more transparent
sections,  like the Cassini
Division (in red just inside
the A ring) or the inner C
ring (shown in yellow and
red),  are warmer.
Scientists had predicted
this might be the case,
because the opaque ring
areas would let  less light
through, and the
transparent areas, more.
These results also show,
for the first time, that
individual ringlets in the C
ring and the Cassini
Division are cooler than
the surrounding, more
transparent regions.
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Saturn's ring shadows appear wrapped in a
harmonious symphony with the planet  in

this color view from the Cassini ...

> full story

Cassini  Exposes Puzzles About
Ingredients In Saturn's Rings (July
6, 2004) -- Just two days after the
Cassini spacecraft entered Saturn orbit,

preliminary science results are already
beginning to show a complex and fascinating planetary

... > full story

Cassini  Begins 7-Year Voyage To Saturn
(October 16, 1997) -- The international Cassini
mission lifted off at 4:43 am EDT (0843 GMT)
Wednesday from Cape Canaveral, Florida. The
spacecraft will arrive at Saturn in 2004 to begin

studying the ringed planet  and its ... > full story
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were taken on July 1,
2004, shortly after Saturn
orbit insertion. Cassini is
so close to the planet that
no pictures of the unlit
side of the rings are
available, hence the
temperature data was
mapped onto a picture of
the lit side of the rings.
Saturn is overexposed and
pure white in this picture.
Saturn’s moon Enceladus
is visible below the rings,
toward the center.

The composite infrared
spectrometer, one of 12
instruments on Cassini,
will measure infrared
emissions from
atmospheres, rings and
surfaces. This
spectrometer will create
vertical profiles of
temperature and gas
composition for the
atmospheres of Titan and
Saturn. During Cassini’s
four-year tour, the
instrument will also gather
information on the thermal
properties and
composition of Saturn’s
rings and icy moons.

Cassini-Huygens is a
cooperative project of
NASA, the European
Space Agency and the
Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division of the
California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, manages the Cassini-Huygens
mission for NASA's Science and Mission Directorate, Washington.  The Cassini
orbiter was designed, developed and assembled at JPL. The Composite
Infrared Spectrometer team is based at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.

For this image and for the latest news about the Cassini-Huygens mission,
visit http://www.nasa.gov/cassini. For in-depth mission information,  visit
http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov. For more information on the Composite Infrared
Spectrometer, visit http://cirs.gsfc.nasa.gov.

Editor's Note: The original news release can be found here.

This story has been adapted from a news release issued by NASA/Jet
Propulsion Laboratory.
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